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Abstract
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access methods are used to support these twQ
seMces: The QuedArbiilrated (QA) access method,
which has four piority queues for medium access
arbitration. It uses fixed length slots for data transfer. Each

video.

In this puper we discuss an approach for fairness
improvement in Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB)
network, which is a &@ &ts
for IEEE 802.6
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN). The DQDB medium
access mechanism may be unfiair for some realistic
situationswhere both throughput and delay are dependent
upon the geographic location of each node in the network.
In this work, we analyze the asymmetric access property of
DQDB and propose an approach called Reservation
Capaciry Priority Control (RCPC), which is both more

priority level provides distributed queue access f0r
supporting connectionless MAC service and connectionoriented data service. The €"-Arbitrated (PA) access
method,which uses assigned octet positions in particular

slotsforthetransferofindividualoctetsofdata.Thismethad
supports isochronous connection4ented services. In this

efficientandfairforsendingthesegments.TheRCPCallows
the system to operate more uniformlyand has a high degree
of faintess in bandwidth sharing. The simulation results
show that RCPC approach is more fair than Bandwidth
Balancing Mechanism under all t r m c cona'itions.

work, the Queued-Arbirrated slot access is of particular
interest.
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1. Introduction
Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) is a medium access
conaolp~olproposedaspartofIEEE8o2.6standardfor
Metropolitan Area Networks to interconnect local area
networks, mainframes,and other high-speed devices [1.21.
The topology of a DQDB network consists of a pair of
unidirectional slotted buses on which the traffic flows in
opposite directions. The network stations are distributed
along two buses and have the capability to t r a n s m i h i v e
information to/f" both buses as shown in Figure 1. The
DQDB medium access protocol is based on the QPSX

Figure 1. DQDB Topology
The QA access method employes the slot reservatim
approachtoallocatethebsmdwidth.'Ihemethodcanachieve
an aggregate throughput near the bus capacity, independent
of thenetwork size and speed. In addition, it offers minimal
access delay by that each node can have at most one
outstanding slot reservation. However, under the
requixementof high bandwidth utilization at high speed and
long distance transmission, this method may cause

(Queue Packet and Synchronous chuit exchange) [3f
protocol. It provides both asynchronous and isochronous
seMces. The former is usually used to carry out the data
services such as file transfer and electronic mail, while the
latter is intended to support services that require fixed
bandwidth and bounded delay, such as digital voice and

significant throughput unfairness.
The pmpose of a computernetwork is for efficientresouroe
sharing among many users. If a network service relies on

extensiveresourcesharing,theinterfe~andcompetitim
among users may occur,and this situation must be avoided
The solution is to design the network protocol properly so
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that the resource sharing can be fair and users are able to get
equal satisfaction. In [5,6,7,8,9], simulation analysis shows
the unfairness problem in accessing the network with respect
to the station positions on the buses. The current draft
standard provides an optional Bandwidth Balancing
Mechanism (BBM) to modify the access protocol so that the
throughput unfairness can be impmved However, the BBM
equalizes the throughputs only after a relatively long
convergence time, resulting yet another substantial
access-delay unfairness. In this work, we analyze the major
factors which cause the unfairness of the basic DQDB. Next
we attempt to solve theproblem using our scheme.We model
the network stations as a M/G/l-like queuing network and
make an approximate average segment delay analysis for
non-isochronous W i c . The simulation results are
compared with that of BBM. In the following sections, the
fairness analysisof basic DQDB is discussed in section 2, the
proposedappmach isdiscussedin section 3, the performance
analysis for segment access delay is addressed in section 4,
the fairness study of RCPC is addressed in section 5 and
section 6 summarizes the work.

2. Fairness Analysis of Basic DQDB
From [5,6,7,8,9] we can find that basic DQDB is unfair. The
problem is caused by the slot reservation mechanism, which
is affected by the time delay needed to pass the status
information between nodes. This situation results in
different views of the distributed queue by different nodes.
Due to some characteristics of the network such as the
propagation delay, the network utilization, and the message
type, acertain severity problems may occur. We will analyze
the unfairness according to network traffic conditions. Two
types of traffic conditions are considered: normal conditions
and asymptotic conditions. Normal conditions occur when
the offered load is lower (underload) or slightly higher
(overload) than the medium capacity. Asymptotic
conditions occur when each node in the network is trying to
seize the whole medium capacity. Although both
synchronous and asynchronous traffic may exist in DQDB
network and there are 4 priorities classes [ 121allowed, the
unfairness problem occur only in asynchronous M i c and
especially at the same priority level. In order to clearly
discuss our study, we assume that only asynchronous traffic
at the same priority class exists in DQDB network.

2.1 Fairness in Normal Conditions
To define the fairness quantitatively, we use the MAC
(Medium Access Control) access delay as the parameter.
The MAC access delay is defined as the time interval
between the insertion of a segment into the distributed queue
of an Access Unit (AU) and the beginning of its successful
transmission. The interference needed to be considered only
exists between users on different nodes. Therefore, a fair
DQDB network usually means that all nodes must
experience the same MAC access delay. We adopt the
metrics defined in [8] to evaluate the fairness. The variance
U of the MAC access delay is defmed as:

'

k

U=C(MAC,-KT)~
MAC'.
1=I
where MAC, = Average MAC delay of Node i

k
MAC=+CMAC,
i=l
and the difference D between the maximum and minimum
MAC delay is defined as :
D =MAC,-MAC-

an ideal fairness network has U = 0 and D = 0.
Simulation results [lo] show that when offered load is
increased, the average MAC delay experienced by each node
will increase. Also for multiple priority levels, the higher
priority traffic is preemptive with respect to the lower
priority traffic, therefore the former has smaller access delay
than the latter. Figure 2 shows the average MAC delay at
each each node for different levels of offered load, from the
skew curves, we can find that the access delay experienced
by each node varies with their position on both buses. As a
consequence, we know that the unfairness occurs and the
DQDB has fairness problem in normal conditions.

2.2 Fairness in Asymptotic Conditions
An asymptotic condition is the situation which cause. the

maximum interference between nodes. Since all active
nodes compete for seizing as much medium bandwidth as
possible. We use the throughput (i.e. the average number of
packets transmitted in a unit of time) as the performance
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during time interval & , Y J .
The simulation d t s
also showthat the larger the intaval length, the more
bamdwidthtbewbe2gets.
In [ l l ] .it is noted that if two nodes arc very cbse mg*,
or if they start transmission at exactly the same time, &en
eachnode getshalfthebandwidth. Howeveriftheinterdal
h g t h L is very large andnode2startsmuch Iater,then the
throughputrateof node 2 is only about 1 /2L. Node 1 has
thesame&aitgetsamughlythroughputrate 1 / m w h e n
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Figure 2. Average MAC Delay vs. Node Posltkns
at Dlfferent Levels of Offered Load
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index which characterizes the DQDB asymptotic behavior.
To make the analysis easy, we assume that only two nodes
would be active in the network and no pmcesshg delay
within the nodes. We also assume that once a node gets
available slot to transmit a data segment, it is allowed to
insert next data segment into the distributed queue and send
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t h e w ~ ~ g r e q u e s L
llvo cases may be used to demonstrate the asymmetric
access propertyof DQDB:(1) An upstream node is initially
active, then a downstream node becomes active. (2) A
downsueam node is initially active, then an upstream node
becomes active. Both two cases can be genedzed to the
situation where m m than two nodes are active
simultaneously. From Figure 3, we are able to compute the
time interval between two successive transmissions from
node2:

Figure 3. WOActlve Node Conflguration

.

Xkl-Xk = a + 7 + p +T +T

1

whereXk is the time at which node 2 aansmits its P
segment, a and p are the phase delay, T is the propagation
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Flgure 4. Fractlon of BandwMth vs. Internodal
Length

delay and T is the dot time. The fraction of the bandwidth
Bz usedbyMde2is

3. The RCPC Approach

&= T / ( a + p + 2 s + T )
and node 1 gets the rest of the bandwidth

OurpmposedRcpC me&”
is to add one mcre bit to
the Access Control Field (ACF) d o n e counter to eachbus
for each prioritylevel. Although the mechanism needsextra
overhead, it always results in fair bandwidth ~ocation.

B1=1- T / ( a + P + 2 r + T )
Figure4 shows that the larger the intern- length, the more
the upstream node monopolize the bus. In the second case,
the time interval between two consecutive transmissions
I67

3.1 The Concept of the Approach

The Distributed Queue State Machine ( DQSM) has eight
instances at each node, just like the Original DQDB. The
DQSM for access at priority level I ( I = 0,1,2,3 ) to bus x
( x = A or B ) can be in one of two states: idle state or
countdown state. In both states, the DQSM should observe
Bus y ( y = B or A respectively ) for REQJ and END-I ( I
= 0, 1, 2, 3 ) bits in the ACF, which are set by nodes
downsmeam on Bus y. The DQSM should also observe Bus
x for empty QA slots, which are indicated by both the BUSY
bit and the SL-TYPE bit of the ACF being set to zero. In
[lo]. more detailed state machine operations are discussed.
The REQUEST-END Queue Machine ( REQM ) is to
control the sending of request-end mark. Each DQSM on
Bus x ( x = A or B ) is uniquely associated with REQM on
Bus y ( y = B or A respectively). Therefore each instance of
the REQM queues request-end messages to be sent on Bus
y for switching the DQSM from Countdown State to Idle
State. The operation of REQM on END-I-Qy counter is
same as that RQM operates an REQI-QJ counter in
original DQDB. Whenever the END-I-QJ counter is
greater than zero, the REQM shall attempt to set the END-I
bit on Bus y to one in the ACF of the first slot in which the
END-I bit is set to zero, or to clear the REQ-I bit on Bus y
to zero in the ACF of the first slot in which both REQI and
END-I are equal to 1. When the attempt to send a
request-end mark to upstream nodes is completed, the value
of END-I-QJ is decrement by one. If DQSM becomes
active for Bus x again, it does not require that the REQM has
sent request-end mark on Bus y. That is, the operation of
writing request-end marks and sending QA segments are
independent.

The ideal bandwidth fairness is that no bandwidth should
be wasted, and nodes with sufficient W i c should all obtain
the same throughput, called the controlled rate. In RCFC,
downstream nodes use two bits in the slot ACF on request
bus, say Bus y ( y = B or A ) to inform upstream nodes of the
number of active downstream nodes. If a node becomes
active and it knows that there are n nodes downstream which
need to accessa bus x ( x = A or B respectively ), it will defer
to the n downstream nodes by allowing n empty QA slots to
pass downstream on Bus x before it tries to send a segment.
On the other hand, ifa node is not active, it still has to detect
all the information on Bus y to know the status information
about the downstream nodes. In RCPC, the access scheme is
modifiedtobehaveas around-robin-like queuing system so
that the overall distributed queue mechanism looks like a
centralized queue with a round robin queueing discipline,
therefore it is fair.
Figure 5 and 6 show the new Access Control Field and the
REQUEST field & REQUEST-END field respectively.The
REQUEST field indicates that a node has just received data
from its user and it is prepared to request for transmission.
The REQUEST-END field indicates that the current
segment is the last one and the node will soon become
inactive.
BUSY

SL-WPE

RESERVED

PSR

REQUEST

REQUEST-

END

(lbit)

(lbit)

(lbit)
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Figure 5. New Access Control Protocol

3 3 Protocol Operations
We assume single priority here to simplifythe discussion.
Suppose that there are n active nodes initially, and the node
with largest subscript refers to the closest active node to the
head of Bus x ( x = A or B ), while node1 will refer to the
farthest active node from the head of Bus x.
When nodek becomes active it sends a request mark on
request bus to join the active group and starts sending its
1
to
segments immediately. Therequest mark takes & ~ + time
reachnodek+1.Duringtheperiodtkb+l,nodelthroughnodek
will share a fraction ( k - I ) / n of the total bandwidth. As
nodek+l receives the request mark, it allows an additional
empty QA slot to pass on Bus x ( x = A or B ). Meanwhile,

Figure 6. Request Field 6 Request-End Field

3.2 Distributed Queue Operations
In our modified protocol. the Distributed Queue operates
the request, countdown and preempt counters for each
combination of priority level I ( I = 0,1,2 3 ) and Bus x ( x
= A or B ). These counters are used to control the write
access of Queued Arbitrated ( QA ) segments to empty QA
slots on the corresponding bus.

16X
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from nodel through *+I,
including the new active node,
will share a f " k h o f the total bandwidth which was
available to them before
tums to be active. After
fk+lf+2, the request mark reaches -+2
and node1
through nOdeL,zwill share a fraction (k+ 1)/n of the total
bandwidth at that time. "his process umtinues until the
requestmark reaches node,,. Finally, all the n+l nodes have
equal sharing of the total bandwidth.
when rodeL has transmitted the last segment in its local
buffer on Bus x ( x = A or B ),it sends arequest-end mark
on request bus y ( y = B or A respectively). The r e q u e s t d
mark take tl~r+l
to reach nodeL,1. During the period kt+l,
nodel through n e - 1 share a fraction l/n of the bandwidth

The modeling and pafarmance analysis of the DQDB
networkisknowntobeahardpmblem.Thereasonisdueto
thehigh degreeof interactionsamonga lotof processes. This
situationmakesanaccurateanalysisdthenetworkalmost
impossible. Theidealized m o d e l d i s c ~ h e r e a l l o w sus to
analyze a complex system. From the last two equations, we
are able to get the MAC access delay which is defined m
section 2.

5. A Fairness Study of RCPC
In this section, we use simulation results and faimess
mehics mentioned in section 2 to make the comparisons
between BBM mechanism and RCPC mechanism in both
normal and asymptotic conditions.

originallyallocatedtonodeL,inadditiontotheirownnormal
share of the bandwidth. During the next period fk+1f+2,
nodel thrwghnodeL-1andnodeL,1 willsharethebandwidth
originally allocated to n.Finally, the mpest-end mark
reach nod% and the remaining n - 1active nodes have equal
shares of the network bandwidth.

5.1 The Simulation Model
In out simulation model, no node has any -Arbitrated
eraffic. Each node generates segments for transmission
according to a Poisson distribution and the segments are
independent.The amount of traffic generated by each node
on a particular bus is proportional to the number of
downstream nodeson that bus. A new segment arriving at a
node will be lost when the number of segments awaiting
transmission (i.e. the segments waiting in the local node
queue plus the one already inserted in the distributed queue
) is equal to a given threshold. ( In the following, this
threshold will be referred to as the buffer size. ) The
m e t e r s shown in Table 1 are used in our discussion.

4. Performance Analysis for Segment Access
Delay
TomodelaDQDB, weconcentrateourattentionononlyone
bus and ignore the synchronous M i c ( PA slot ).Assume
that segments arrive for transmission at each transmitting
node accordingto independent Poisson processes. Let X be
overall anivd rate to the system, since the segment
transmission time is &terministic and segment
transmissions can start only at times m, 2m, 3m,. ,i.e., at
the beginning of a slot of m time units, we can model the
idealized DQDB as MK;Il queue with Vacations system.
The server is considered as a deterministic slotted server.
When there are no segments in the distributed queue at the
beginning of a slot, the server takes a vacation for one slot,
or m time units. Thus if we have the averageservice time X
= m, the second moment of service t i m e s = m 2*the first
m o m e n t o f v d o n i n t e d V = m,andthesecondmoment
of vacation interval V2 = m z from 1101 we can have

..

W=

Xm2

+-

I

5.2 A Comparison to BBM
BBM is an optional scheme which idles a fraction of
medium capacity to get fair bandwidth sharing among
nodes. It can only operatesat a singlepriority level. Thetime
that DQDB network converges to fair access operation
depends upon the fraction of slots thatthenetwork is willing
to waste. The larger the waste, the faster will be the
convergence speed. The BBM mechanism involves a
bandwidth modulus parameterwhich arbitrates the fraction
of bandwidth to be wasted and determine the medium
utilization in the steady state.
Figure 7and 8 show the average MAC delay vmus nodes

m

2( 1-1 m)
2
for preemptive priority queuing, we have
l x i + m ( 1- m XI -m ~ 2 . -. m A,,)
wk = 2m( 12 -C EmX1..-m&-l)(l-mX1..
-mXk)

forBBMandRCPCmechanismsinoverl~conditions.For
underloadconditions,theresult issimilar[lO].Figure9and
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the offered load is over the medium capacity, the RCPC has
lower access delay and that delay is nearly consrant for all
nodes, as shown in Figure 11. From the values of fainress
metrics ( U and D ) depicted in Figure 7- 11, we know that
the values in RCPC are smaller than these values in BBM.
In other words, RCPC is more fair than BBM in normal
conditions,becauseit has the characteristicsthat both U and
D arenearlyzero.

Sbt duration 2.03 psec
I

' Length of each bus = !57 slots
Bus latency ( 1 ) = (2.83 57) p e c
Total number of nodes N = 20

I.lrrlO,LILl-l=lolux;l

1

Buffer sire B = 10 segments

Table 1. Network Parameters
W Bur A

A Bur 0

AVUW

1

80 i

Figure 9. MAC Delay vs. Node Positions ( BBM )
I

Figure 7. Average MAC Delay vs. Node Position
with Offered Load = 105% ( BBM )
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Figure 10. MAC Delay vs. Node Positions ( RCPC )

In asymptotic conditions, Figures 12 and 13 exhibit the
behavior of BBM and RCPC under the same scenario. The
two figures show the throughput convergence during
simultaneous file transfer of equal priority by three nodes.
In Figure 12, the node throughputs approach their steady
state graduaUy. The BBM equalizes node throughputs only
after a relatively long convergence time and its total
throughput is always less than one. While from Figure 13,
the RCFC makes an qual sharing of bandwidth only within
around trip delay and the total throughput isnear or qualto
one all the times.

Figure 8. Average MAC Delay vs. Node Posltion
with Offered Load I1W !( RCPC )
10 give the simulation results of BBM and RCFC
mechanismsat four dif€exentlevels of offered load. Figurt
11 depicts the performance behavior of the three different
protocol vmions (DQDB, BBM, and RCPC ) in terms of
MAC delay in o v e r l d wndition. We find that the zccess
delay of RCPC is slightly higher than DQDB with BBM
enabledordiseblcdm~~dconditions.However,when
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high utihtkm chawcrcristics of the DQDB. 'Ihis is
t w n n p W by pwiding each node with "a
Meaboutdowasb#unwd#.AliPlemto tbe DQDB draft Bcaadard is q u i d fa tba
i"areation.Thesiln~mispafannedpsingm/l
qucpiasdisciplincwithvacatianssysttm,
TheRBCUlUhUWm hashighdegracoffairnessintha
bandwidthsharing.AcomphonbdwccnBBMandRCPC
shows that=
is man fair than BBMlmderany
amditions. However, the RCPC has potential reliability
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pbl~ifsome~occmsinaccesscontrolfield.Itmay
needamonitorpoccsstores%theanmtersauum&dly
wheaeva somc erra a
"are &rectal. Our futrae
work is to xwnove thesc two drawin RCPC far
improving both efficiency and reliabii.

Rgum 11. MAC Delay vs. Node Positions wlth
otferedLoad=1059CCapactty
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6. Summary and Conclusions
A ful1ydistribut:db;mdwidth balancing mechanism R B C
for solvingthe fairnessproblem in original DQDB has been
discussed. The mechanism allows the dism'buted queuing
wnP.oltobthavel~acentralizedqueuewitharoundrobin
discipline without losing the simpticity, low overhead and
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